
Learning session on “Listening and Metanarrative analysis”

Training Material - SIP of the South on 28-30 June 2022
Under the Initiative on Social Innovation Platform Process for Systems Changes at Subnational Level
Initiated by United Nations Development Programme
Facilitator: Fernanda de Barros 
The Agirre Lehendakaria Center for Social and Political Studies
See more: https://sipsouththailand.com/
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AGENDA

1h 30min

1. Welcome and introductions 

2. Presentation of the agenda

3. Videos 

4. What is a Listening Process? 

5. Exploring different listening channels (share experiences in different platforms) 

5.1 Semi-structured interviews

5.2 Digital Listening 

5.3 Participatory Observation 

5.4 other channels ( cultural interventions, theatre, music, video games)

6. Knowledge sharing with all the participants 

Break – 5 min   

7. Analysing the information 

7.1 Coding and pattern identification

7.2 Narratives and Metanarratives

7.3 Segmentation ( personas)  

8. Importance of Sensemaking 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/10klSLSkafbNH0x-TDPbcBcfwhsxeXYUF

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/10klSLSkafbNH0x-TDPbcBcfwhsxeXYUF
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What is a Listening Process?

“It is a set of qualitative tools that, when complemented with quantitative data, can unravel a community’s narratives and 
reveal in-depth needs, challenges and opportunities.”

1. People: To dialogue and gather 
insights from, with varied and 
representative profiles. 

2. Questions: About the specific issue 
we want to address

3. Listening Channels: 

Qualitative:

★ Semi-structured qualitative 

interviews

★ Participant observation

★ Group interviews

★ Digital listening 

Quantitative:

★ Secondary sources

★ Digital listening

★ Graphics, images..

★ Statistics data

4. Sensemaking (collective 
interpretation)

Essential elements for the listening process

An initial list of 5-10 people can be drafted. 
These people will make suggestions for 
extending the network. This is what is 
known as “snowball” sampling
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Citizen listening channels

Community

★ Etnographic interviews

★ Observation: language analysis, social 
norms, spaces, hierarchies…

★ Participatory photo and video, 
participatory theatre, participatory 

cooking…

★ Participatory processes: photo and 
video, plays and monologues, music.

★ Group interviews for contrast

★ Citizen-created data, by allowing digital 
platforms for storytelling, survey 

answering, spot-mapping.

★ Contact points: nurses, pharmacies, 
doctors, restaurant and business owners 

(GZ)

Digital 

★ Digital Observation

★ Narrative big data analysis (NLP of all 
gathered texts, social media and news 

monitoring)

★ Citizen-created data, by allowing digital 
platforms for storytelling, survey 

answering, spot-mapping

★ Narrative gathering tools (i.e. 
Sensemaker)

★ Exploring other ways to obtain 
information about the situation: housing 

and rental websites, employment 
websites, supermarket prices, Google 

trends…

★ Big data analysis (for now just focusing 
on narratives)

Notes and 
observations

Documents 
and reports

Interviews and 
conversations

Videos Photography 

Artifacts 



Different Listening channels: 

1- Semi-Structured interviews 

★ One on one conversation with interview guide or 
protocol

★ Provides guidance on how to open and close the 
interview (including obtaining consent)

★ Provides the basic topics that the interview will cover
★ Includes a list of questions
★ The specific wording has to be adapted to each 

participant
★ It allows a flexible approach to the topics according to 

the person and the situation
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Structured UnstructuredSemi-Structured

Face-to-face interview:

Interviewing — Simultaneous Tasks

★ Listening and understanding what is said
★ Evaluate the information in relation to the objectives of the 

search
★ Identify contradictions or nuances with respect to previous 

information
★ Decide which lines to explore and which to leave for the 

future (Take participant’s contact for further engagement)
★ Choose the words
★ Detect and interpret coughing, emotions, non-verbal 

language
★ Handling the recorder, guide, etc.
★ Solving distractions or unforeseen interruptions
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Real case: Pakistan, interviews

Importance of diversity and 

snowlball sampling



• Apart from engaging new people, the pandemic situation suggest that

we could communicate with other channels. Whatsapp for digital

etnography. We select a representative from each narrative pattern /

perception and follow them though audios and digital diaries over the

phone. We could accompany them in their troubles while moving

around the area without bridges / connections in real team, while also

engaging them in observation (with proper training / tools) and

pictures. Over the course of the developing of the prototypes, we could

use their stories of the most significant change.

• Monitoring local and national media coverage of the areas could also

• Find our “post office”. In many areas and cities, post office is the place

in which elderly people socialize. It’s also a place of intergenerational

encounter. What are these places in Gorontalo? (fishing spots, markets,

pharmacies, buses, hairdresser salon and laundry businesses that

located in Katialada village. These kinds of businesses are quite

adequate there.…). We could identify key spots and observe and talk to

people there.

Indonesia Robocalls In Pakistan

Thailand NLP 

Real case: Digital listening in Indonesia, Thailand and Pakistan

Time frame: March-June 2020
Sample: 6.789 messages,101.190 sentences. These messages are (at least, although
is difficult to calculate), 50,000 people’s opinions.

Focus: Covid perception on food system, thee southern border provinces. Based on
our previous work, which this exercise tries to complement and build upon while
ALC and the UNDP field team were unable to develop it, we focused on the
following areas: government response to Covid, cultural perceptions, food and
agriculture (including fishery), media coverage, citizen comments on the situation of
restaurants and food production.

Time frame: 10 days
Sample: 404 in depth
interviews (30 minutes)
Outreach: 15,000 people 
insights, 404 in depth 
interviews. 
Area: Gilgit-Baltistan 
(local person intro)

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1RC_oNK8ntIh1kJ3NKBbE_qnQOPzgq01-


2- Participatory observation
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★ To generate ideas

“The systematic description of the events, 
behaviours, and artefacts of the context 
analysed” (Marshall and Rossman, p. 79).

Observation participation is a qualitative 
research method in which the researcher, in the 
case of this Social Innovation Platform the field 
work team, not only observes the interviewees 
reactions, contradictions etc. during the 
interviews but also to observe the relationship 
between the community and the environment.

★ Utilities

- Social situations where the interview is 
inappropriate or practically impossible to 
apply

- To capture complex processes and 
interactions that are difficult for participants 
to convey verbally

- Understand behaviours that are so 
internalised that people find it difficult to 
express them in words

- The relationships or uses of objects and the 
environment
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Participatory observation



Real case: Observation in Maldives



Real case: Observation in Just Transitions Zones 

Mountain of Palencia, connection to nature

Velilla del Río Carrión

Urbanism, decadence

Variante de Guardo, unfinished projects

Workers’ struggle, ‘mining identity’

Langreo



Real case: Getxo Zurekin

*Representation of  people’s experiences from Getxo municipality
around life, care and death

*Ambulatory as a listening channel



Real case: : Sant Lluís, Menorca

*Local businesses as contact points, meeting places to socialize

* Panels where you can ask questions and interact with people who come 
to buy e.g.:  What was your last purchase ? Did you find the products you

were expeting? … 



2- Knowledge sharing 
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• From what we have just shared, what do you already do in your organization / field of 
work? (similarities)

• What differs? 

• What could be incorporated in your process/ approaches/ methodologies?

• Challenges and barriers we face when implementing a listening process in the deep 
south. 



Analysing the information: coding and pattern identification
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*Share and show the

integration matrix

Real case: Analysis in Armenia
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Narratives

• The narratives are subjective perceptions that people and the community have about their own 
lives, and decisively influence what is believed to be possible or impossible to achieve and may 
even determine the success or failure of initiatives for socio-economic change.

• Identified narratives can reframe the status quo, confronting dominant norms, values and belief; 
form collective identity by developing a shared sense of belonging which structures actions and 
meaning based on a. common outlook on social reality and a desired future; guide action by inviting 
people to imagine alternative futures.
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Analysing the information: segmentation
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Collective interpretation of the information
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Real case: Sensemaking session in Indonesia

Participants

• State institutions: Ministry of Villages, district and village government at 

the district and provincial levels, Inter-village Coordination Board, the 

Ciletuh, Palabuhanratu Geopark office.

• Local NGOs

• Academia representatives

Civil society: fishermen, farmers, teachers, youth, university student, SMEs
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